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To the editor: Since my wife,

Catherine, and I began our epic
world voyage on Dream Time,
a 1981 Cabo Rico, we’ve averaged just nine nautical miles a
day. A sea cucumber probably
covers more distance than that.
In fact, if a piece of driftwood
was tossed into the Long Island
Sound the same day we set off
from Brewers Marina in Glen
Cove, Long Island, and found
the ocean currents, it would
have traveled further than we
have by now.
When we sailed from the
Galapagos to the Marquesas, a
3,000-nm journey, we endured
a week of absolutely no wind
with only the South Pacific
currents carrying us gently
west. But even on our slowest
day, with fluorescent mahimahi happily camping under
our hull, we still managed to
cover more than 40 miles.
For the record, Dream Time
is not a slow boat; in favorable conditions, she glides
along quite comfortably at 6
knots. But we’re happiest when
swinging on the hook, drifting
slowly from one sun-drenched
tropical anchorage to another.
We’ve abandoned all hope of
sticking to our original schedule of circumnavigating the
world in six years. Our plans
are freestyle now — if we like
what we’re doing or where
we are, we continue doing it,
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perhaps for one day, an extra
month or even for an entire
season. Applying this carefree
cruising philosophy, we’ve
been happily floating around
the world for more than nine
glorious years.
We know how lucky we are
to have this freedom, the lack
of commitment and restraint
that has given us the opportunity to explore in the true
meaning of the word. To wander with no direction, to see
with no limitation and to let
circumstances, new friends and
experiences influence our path.
If we had stuck to our original
schedule, we would have barely
glimpsed the remote corners of
the world, areas that were once
completely unknown to us that
now feel like home.
We sailed down to New
Zealand on three separate occasions and spent three cyclone
seasons touring a country we
never had any intention of visiting even once. For more than
two years we explored French
Polynesia when we thought,
naively, that a few months
would be more than enough
for the region, and last year
when we sailed into New Caledonia we intended just a quick
pit stop en route to Australia,
but that was more than a year
ago and we’re still here.
It’s a pace and lifestyle we
never could have possibly

Neville Hockley

Nautical drifters

imagined back in New York
when time was resented for its
brevity and life was consumed
in great distracted unappreciated gulps. The years are still
flying by, of course — nothing
can change that. But at least
now, drifting slowly around
the world, we are able to
appreciate the journey. Life is
no longer a dizzying blur, but
rather a colorful, vivid, mesmerizing and exciting kaleidoscope of experiences.
We’re showing no sign of
speeding things up either. So
far this year we’ve only managed to navigate a measly 900
nautical miles, or a very satisfying three-mile-a-day average.
Now, that’s what I call progress.

Above, on a
calm day
Catherine
Hockley enjoys
Dream Time’s
stately progress under
power.

—Read about the cruising experiences
of Neville and Catherine Hockley on their
website: www.zeroxte.com.
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To the editor: Wayne Canning’s
recent article on emergency
steering (“Emergency Steering,” Ocean Voyager 2017) was
accurate about how to set up the
drogue for emergency steering
and how it can slow a vessel too
much.
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Below, this
rudder blade has
been bent on
its shaft. Above
right, a juryrigged emergency
steering setup for
getting the boat
to port.
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or a vessel traveling any
distance offshore, it should
be understood that sometimes a simple failure can begin
a chain of events leading to the
total loss of the vessel. Most
boats require a bare minimum
of three things for a safe and
successful passage: They need
to stay afloat, they need to be
able to move forward to reach
their destination and they need
to be able to steer a course to
that destination. The rest just
makes these three things easier
and safer. When preparing for
an offshore passage, most skippers pay a lot of attention to the
first two requirements but often
pay little or no attention to the
last one.
Steering tends to be one of
those things taken for granted
until it no longer works — then
things get serious. The truth is
many boats are abandoned each

season due to failed steering
systems. Often these boats are in
otherwise good and stable condition, but the skippers cannot
make them head in the direction
they need to go. Many are found
still afloat weeks, months and,
in a few cases, years after they
were left by their crews. Often
these boats are abandoned for
something that could have been
avoided if only the skipper had
planned a bit ahead or had been
prepared to deal with the problems.
Planning for steering problems involves two main pursuits.
The first is inspecting and maintaining the steering system, and
the second is planning for what
to do should that system fail
while underway. In an earlier
article (see Ocean Voyager 2015),
I talked about the importance
of doing proper maintenance
and inspections of a steering
system before heading out to
sea. Inspecting a steering system
is relatively easy and can help
you avoid serious problems while
away from help.
Any steering system takes
a beating when underway and
this is increased as soon as the
vessel is even a short distance
offshore. The loads from waves,
along with constantly correcting
course due to those waves, will
stress any system. This is why it
is important to know ahead of

time that your system is in top
condition. Most inspections are
fairly easy and do not require a
lot of time but can save a small
problem from becoming a very
big one.
Steering inspection before
each passage
It is not possible to fully cover
the maintenance of every type
of steering system in this article,
but there are a few key things
to look at and more information can be found about your
particular system online or from
the manufacturer. There are,
however, a few simple things that
can and should be done prior
to any offshore passage. Most
prudent skippers will do a quick
rigging inspection before heading
out. Steering systems deserve the
same attention. Taking the time
for this should be done for both
power and sailing vessels.
Look the system over from
the helm to the rudder. Check
for play of loose fittings by moving them by hand. Check for
cracks or play in any of the fittings as well as for loose nuts
and bolts. Look for signs of wear
such as metal filings below the
fittings. Lubricate fittings per the
manufacturer’s instructions. For
hydraulic systems, look for oil or
other signs of leaking at the fittings. Check for corrosion on any
metal fitting or copper tubing, as
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However, our product, the
Shark drogue, is the exception
to the rules. The Shark doesn’t
require the Y-shape setup as
described in the article, only the
two rodes forming a V-shape.
Second, the Shark can be pulled
up close to the boat, which
dumps out some of the water to
reduce drag so the boat doesn’t
slow down too much.

Safe, convenient storage
& quality workmanship
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—Zack Smith is head of research for Fioren-
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Miles of wisdom, years of knowledge
They say that it takes
a village to raise a child. Likewise,
it takes a fleet to raise a sailor.
I was taught how to sail by what
I consider to be the archetype of a
sailor: middle-aged, portly, weather-beaten-looking face and permanently dressed in foul-weather gear
and rubber boots. I think he even
had a beard, surely the pinnacle of
the model sailor, giving legitimacy
and strength to everything he said.
I spent a total of four weeks in his
company and, as an introduction
to the cruising life, I looked upon
everything he told me as if it was
some kind of magic — from the

something that my old-salt hero
had never attempted or achieved.
When James and I decided to
have kids, we asked other sailing
families about it. One couple that
was helpful and imaginative with
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new words in this strange-tongued
sailing language to the mysteries of
knots, line coiling, wind awareness
and sail trim. He’d spent decades
sailing with tens of thousands of
miles under his belt and yet had
never crossed an ocean. In my first
three months of sailing my own
boat, I crossed the Atlantic —
www.oceannavigator.com

their solutions for adapting a boat
to life with children had lived
aboard for nine years. Yet, they
had only had experience sailing in
and around their home port in the
U.S. and then the few hundred
odd miles down to Mexico. When
it came to the live-aboard life they
were pros, but they had virtually

For 35 years nv charts has
produced charts of Europe, the
Mediterranean, the Caribbean,
the Bahamas, the US East Coast
and Cuba.
In cooperation with Atlantic
Cruising Club’s Digital Guides
to Marinas ©.
nv charts are relied on by
cruisers, racers, the Germany Kiel
Pilots and the US Coast Guard.

www.nvcharts.com
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all manner of boat-folks: permanent dock-dwellers, those who’ve
sailed for years in one small harbor, boaters who still carry out all
their anchoring and close-quarters
maneuvers under sail, experienced

Jess Lloyd-Mostyn

no offshore sailing experience.
Yet, rather than dismissing
either example because of their
limitations, we’ve discovered that
we can gain a lot to further a more
holistic sailing view by listening to

The Lloyd-Mostyn’s Crossbow 42,
Adamastor, at anchor in French Polynesia.

ocean-crossers or those who’ve
done many long passages at sea,
sailors who’ve gone to remote or
challenging places, cruisers who’ve
built or re-built their boats from
scratch. The crucial part is knowing where the gaps in their wisdom
are.
We met a Dutch couple who
sailed in Patagonia while pregnant
with their first child and talk about
it nonchalantly, as if it’s run of
the mill. Yet the things they can
tell you about sailing through ice,
anchoring with a spider’s web of
lines leading ashore, or even kitting up properly to live alongside
glaciers are astonishing. We know
a crazy Frenchman who spent six
years building his boat from the
hull up and the whole bespoke
beautiful thing looks more like a
funky traveler’s hostel than a sailboat. But he’d be the first person
I’d ask about any fiberglass work.
I’ve lost count of the number of
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single-hander chaps we’ve crossed
paths with who can all advise
you on their strategies for getting
enough sleep safely at sea.
This pick-and-choose attitude
to morsels of everyone else’s knowhow also affords you the chance
to learn from and hopefully avoid
other people’s mistakes. We have
numerous cruising friends who can
tell great stories about horrendous
passages where they encountered
50- or 60-knot winds, total engine
failures, sails exploding into tatters and anchor chains tangling
fast in coral. We nod and listen
sympathetically, quietly noting any
extra information that we can store
for later if they were attempting
something at the wrong time of
year, during a bad forecast or using
shoddy equipment.
Startlingly, we too are now
asked for advice on all kinds of
boat life. Sure, we have plenty
of miles under our keel and two
oceans and a couple of babies to
add to our experience. Yet we still
consider ourselves quite new to
sailing as a whole and look back
on just how green we were when
we started out with a mixture of
horror and awe.
When we announced we were
buying a boat to sail around the
world, my parents, who are not
remotely from sailing stock, looked
at me as though I’d suddenly
declared I was now a caterpillar
— it was so far off their radar of
knowledge. Yet despite their initial
questions being “Are you allowed
to sail at night?” “Can you anchor
mid-Atlantic?” or, my personal
favourite, “Are you buying a boat
www.oceannavigator.com

with cupholders?” my mother did
give me some sage advice.
“Wear a jumper [sweater] and
don’t drown” — guidance that
continues to steer me well after
four years at sea.

—Jess Lloyd-Mostyn is a frequent contributor to Ocean Navigator. She lives aboard her
Crossbow 42 Adamastor with her husband
James and their daughter Rocket and son
Indigo.
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our roll-and-tip video on Facebook.
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